Fixed number of segments in unidirectional decompositions of fluence matrices for step-and-shoot IMRT.
The decomposition of a fluence matrix in step-and-shoot mode for intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) usually yields a large number of segments (NS) and, consequently, treatment time is substantially increased. In this paper, we propose a method for reducing the original NS in multileaf collimator segmentations to a user-specified quantity. The proposed method clusters original segments into the same number of groups as desired NS, and computes for each group an equivalent segment and an associated weight. In order to avoid important changes in dose-volume histograms (DVHs), equivalent segments and weights are computed taking into account the original fluence matrix and preserving the highest fluence zones, thus staying as close as possible to the original planned radiation. The method is applicable to unidirectional segmentations, where there is no backtracking of leaves, since this property facilitates the grouping of segments. The experiments showed that treatment times can be considerably reduced, while maintaining similar DVHs and dosimetric indexes. Furthermore, the algorithm achieved an excellent reduction/dose-quality ratio since the final NS was close to that reported for direct step-and-shoot solutions.